Connectivity that Empowers

Advanced Threat Protection (ATP)
Comprehensive Cybersecurity Products and Services

SageNet Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) (formerly known as Unified Threat
Management) offers comprehensive network security without the complexity
and costs of a pieced-together in-house approach. Our complete ATP solutions
deliver advanced features like Content Filtering, Intrusion Prevention Service
(IPS), Anti-Virus, and Anti-Spam services, with a management portal that puts
network security status safely at your fingertips.
Our ATP solutions are quick to deploy, easy to manage and a snap to maintain,
providing unified coverage for your users no matter where they are... all at a
significantly lower Total Cost of Ownership than improvised solutions.

End-to-End Cybersecurity
SageNet offers both CPE-based and Cloud-based ATP solutions offering
comprehensive protection. Both CPE-based and Cloud-based offer end-toend network security. SageNet cloud-based ATP services offer the added
advantage of eliminating the need to buy, install, and manage ATP-capable
devices in your network. This approach can reduce the CapEx and expertise
needed from your side to offer essential security services to all your users, no
matter where they are located.

ATP Benefits
• Threat protection and
prevention always
up-to-date
• Significantly lower
TCO compared to
in-house approach

Anti-Virus

• Essential part of
PCI 3.0 compliance

The Anti-Virus service helps protect your network from content based threats
such as viruses, spyware, and other malware by using signature-based and
heuristic-based detection techniques. Features include:

• Easy, centralized
management of
security policies

•

Anti-Virus and Anti-Spyware service delivered from the network core
protects from external and internal attacks

•

Multi-layered, real-time protection against known threats and rapid
response for evolving virus, spyware, and malware attacks

• Reduces burden
on in-house staff
to become security
experts

•

Automatic updates of antivirus signatures as and when they become
available

Centralized Management and Analysis

SageNet ATP provides a single-pane-of-glass management enabling global policy enforcement
across 5 or 5,000 devices, increased flexibility with granular role-based administration and
simplified configuration of Firewall, IPS, Application Control and other protections

Anti-Spam

Data Leak Protection (DLP)

The Anti-Spam service protects your network from
email attacks and infection by detecting known
spam IP addresses and matching static spam rules
such as URLs filters, spam email addresses and
spam checksums.

SageNet DLP identifies sensitive information and
blocks transmission to points outside of your network
perimeter. A sophisticated pattern-matching engine
monitors traffic from multiple applications, such as
Web-based email and encrypted instant messaging,
and provides audit trails to aid in policy compliance.
A wide range of configurable options log, block and
archive data, as well as ban or quarantine rogue users.

IPS/IDS Protection
The IPS functionality protects remote sites by
stopping malware before it gets into your network.
By utilizing a threat database of several thousand
known threats, the IPS service helps stop attacks
that evade conventional firewall defenses.
•

Anomaly-based detection to recognize threats
for which no signature has yet been developed

•

Centralized management, reporting and logging
capabilities for auditing and forensic analysis.

To learn more about SageNet’s Advanced Threat Protection,
visit www.sagenet.com or call 1-866-480-2263.

Content Filtering
The Content Filtering service helps you limit your users’
access to inappropriate sites on the web. The service
is constantly updated with URLs and IP addresses of
websites that host malware and other harmful content.
Additionally, the URLs are classified into web
categories such as “Security Risk”, “Controversial”,
etc., thereby helping you control (allow or disallow)
internet access, based on web categories.
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